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Abstract. In this work, a theoretical study for platinum(II)-8-hydroxyquinoline-tetrylene complexes 

[{PtCl–C9H6NO}–NHEPh] (Pt–EPh) is carried out for the first time by using the density functional theory 

(DFT). Quantum chemical calculations with DFT and charge methods at the BP86 level with basic sets 

SVP and TZVPP have been perfomed to get insight into the structures and property of Pt–EPh. The 

optimization of equilibrium geometries of the ligands EPh in Pt–EPh, bonded in the distorted end-on 

way to the Pt fragment is studied, in which the bending angle slightly decreases from carbene Pt–CPh 

to germylene Pt–GePh. Quantum chemical parameters such as EHOMO, ELUMO, the energy gap (ELUMO – 

EHOMO), electronegativity, global hardness, and global softness in the neutral molecules have been 

calculated and discussed. Bond dissociation energies decrease from the slighter to the heavier 

homologues. The hybridization of atoms E has large p characters, while the hybridization of atom Pt has 

a greater d character. Thus, the Pt–E bond possesses not only NHEPh→{PtCl–C9H6NO} strong -donation 

but also a significant contribution of π-donation NHEPh→{PtCl–C9H6NO}, and a weak π-backdonation 

metal-ligand NHEPh←{PtCl-C9H6NO} in complexes Pt-EPh is also considered. 

Keywords: tetrylene, bonding analysis, global softness, bond dissociation energy, platinum(II)-8-

hydroxyquinoline 

1 Introduction 

In 1991, Arduengo [1] isolated an N-heterocyclic 

carbene (NHC) ligand in a stable form, which is a 

class of strong donor ligands with minimal -back 

bonding from the metal center [2]. Particularly, 

distinct advantages that arise from the tight 

binding of the NHC ligand to the metal are derived 

from pre-catalysts. Thus, the greater stability of the 

complex under the catalytic conditions helps 

suppress the leading of the catalysts [3, 4]. In fact, 

NHC-based palladium, such as N-heteroaromatic-

stabilized NHC–Pd(II) compounds, is well 

defined, including Pd–PEPPSI–NHC (PEPPSI = 

pyridine enhanced precatalyst preparation, 

stabilization, and initiation), most notably used at 

high catalyst loadings [3, 5, 6]. Additionally, the 

PEPPSI catalyst, which has been shown to be very 

effective in catalyzing the coupling of sterically 

hindered chloroarenes, particularly with the Suzuki–

Miyaura, Kumada–Tamao–Corriu, Buchwald–

Hartwig, and Negishi coupling reactions [5, 7, 8]. 

Furthermore, the geometrical structures and 

nature of chemical bonding of complexes carrying 

carbene ligands NHC might exhibit a significant 

trend when versatile ligands NHCs connect with 

appropriate elements, and the properties have 

changed much when extending to the heavier 

homologues of NHE (E = Si→Pb) [9-13].  
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Besides, several organic compounds 

containing aromatic rings with one or more 

heteroatom sectors were used widely as corrosion 

inhibitors in industry and chemical sectors [14]. 

Consider that N-heterocycles are the most effective 

corrosion inhibitors among numerous inhibitors 

[15]. For instance, some N-heterocyclic compounds 

have been reported as good corrosion inhibitors for 

steel in acidic media, such as pyridine derivatives 

[16], pyrimidine derivatives [17], and pyridazine 

derivatives [18]. It is generally accepted that N-

heterocyclic compounds exert their inhibition via 

adsorption on the metal surfaces through N-

heteroatom, as well as those with triple or 

conjugated double bonds or aromatic rings in their 

molecular structures [19].  

This paper provides results on the quantum 

chemical calculations of the structure and chemical 

bonding in complexes platinum(II)-8-

hydroxyquinolines-tetrylene [{PtCl–C9H6NO}–

NHEPh] (Pt–EPh) (Scheme 1). This work aims to 

investigate the theoretically detailed structures 

and bondings of complexes Pt–EPh by using 

quantum chemical calculations. We calculated 

bond dissociation energies (De), Wiberg bond 

orders, natural partial charges, EHOMO, ELUMO, 

energy gap (E), electronegativity (), global 

hardness (), and global softness (S).  

2 Computational details 

The geometry optimizations of tetrylene 

complexes are performed with the BP86 [20, 21] 

functional in conjunction with the basis set def2-

SVP by using the Gaussian 09 [22] and Turbomole 

6.0.1 [23] programs. The Resolution of Identity (RI) 

approximation was used for all structure 

optimizations by using the appropriate auxiliary 

basis sets. All structures presented in this study are 

turned out to the minima on the potential energy 

surface (PES). The nature of the stationary points 

on the PES is confirmed as energy minima by 

means of frequency calculations. The bond 

dissociation energy (BDE – De, kcal/mol) is a 

measure of the strength of a chemical bond [24]. 

For instance, the bond dissociation energy for bond 

A–B, which is broken through reaction AB → A + B 

(25) of molecule AB and forms from two fragments 

E°A and E°B, is given by E = EAB – E°A – E°B = –De. 

For bond dissociation energy calculation, the 

parent compounds and free ligands were firstly 

optimized at BP86/def2-TZVP. The level of theory 

at BP86/def2-TZVPP [26] //BP86/def2-SVP was 

used for the calculation of the BDEs by using the 

NBO 3.1 program [27] available in Gaussian 09.

 

Scheme 1. Overview of platinum(II)-8-hydroxyquinolines-tetrylene complexes [{PtCl–C9H6NO}–NHEPh] (Pt–EPh), 

NHEPh (EPh) (E = C, Si, Ge), and fragment Pt-ring investigated in this work 
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To further explain the chemical bonding in 

complexes, the natural bond orbital (NBO) analysis 

is proposed to study the intermolecular 

interactions and apply to the analysis of bonding in 

complexes, particularly the charge transfer. The 

energetically lying occupied molecular orbitals 

were carried out for HOMO and LUMO orbitals of 

tetrylene complexes afterward [27]. Single point 

calculations with the same functional with 

geometry optimizations (BP86) but the larger def2-

TZVPP basis set were carried out at the BP86/def2-

TZVP geometries. In these calculations, the RI 

approximation was not used, and the level of 

theory is denoted as BP86/def2-TZVPP// 

BP86/def2-SVP and used for the calculation of the 

Wiberg bond orders and natural partial charges 

and also used for plotting molecular orbitals 

HOMO and LUMO, which have been analyzed by 

using the NBO method available in Gaussian 09. 

Electron density distributions have been 

carried out by using bonding analysis. The HOMO 

energy (EHOMO) indicates the tendency of the 

molecule to donate electrons. In contrast, the value 

ELUMO of the molecules is lower, showing their 

more electron-accepting ability. The energy gap E 

= ELUMO – EHOMO indicates the reactivity tendency of 

the organic molecule toward the metal surface with 

good inhibition efficiency. The ionization potential 

(I) and electron affinity (A) of the inhibitor 

molecules can be calculated through the 

application of Koopmans’ theorem [28], which is 

related to HOMO and LUMO energy as: I = –EHOMO 

and A = –ELUMO. The obtained ionization potential 

and electron affinity values were used to calculate 

the electronegativity (), global hardness (), and 

global softness (S) of the molecule according to 

three following equations:  = (I + A)/2;  = (I  ̶  

A)/2; S = 1/. 

3 Results and discussion 

Figure 1 and Figure 2 present the optimized 

geometries of complexes Pt–EPh (E = C→Ge) and 

free ligands EPh, together with the calculated 

values for the bond lengths and angles. Figure 1 

shows that the Pt–Ccarbene bond length is 1.976 Å. 

This bond length increases from                      

Pt–CPh to Pt–GePh (2.354 Å). The NHE ligands in 

the complexes are bonded distorted end-on to the 

Pt-ring fragment with a bending angle of 178.2° in 

the carbene complex, and this angle slightly 

decreases in the silylene complex (177.8°) and 

germylene complex (177.3°). The E–N bonds in the 

parent complexes are slightly shorter than those in 

the free ligands EPh. Figure 2 also shows that the 

bond angles N–E–N in the complexes are more 

obtuse than those in the free ligands by 3−5°. Figure 

1 also gives the calculated BDEs for the donor-

acceptor bonds of Pt–EPh. The calculated BDEs 

suggest that the Pt–E bond strength decreases from 

Pt–CPh (69.3 kcal.mol–1) to Pt–GePh (39.8 kcal.mol–1). 

The data thus suggest that the heavier complexes 

have weaker bonds than the lighter adducts.  

Furthermore, in Table 1, we report the 

quantum chemical parameters related to the 

molecular electronic structures of complexes Pt–

EPh. The EHOMO of Pt–EPh increases from –4.463 eV 

in Pt–CPh to –4.817 eV in Pt–GePh. This means that 

the electron-donating capability decreases in the 

following order: Pt-–CPh > Pt–SiPh > Pt–GePh, and 

the capability of accepting electrons (ELUMO) in Pt–

EPh follows the similar order: Pt–CPh > Pt–SiPh > 

Pt–GePh. This leads to the decrease in energy gap 

(E = ELUMO – EHOMO) from carbene Pt–CPh to 

germylene Pt–GePh.
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Fig. 1. Selected results (bond lengths in Å and angles in degrees) of optimized structures in Pt–EPh and fragment EPh 

at the BP86/def2-SVP level. Calculated BDEs, De (kcal.mol–1) for Pt–EPh (E = C→Ge) at DFT-De-BP86/TZVPP level of 

theory 

 

Fig. 2. Optimized geometries of ligands EPh (E = C, Si, Ge) at the BP86/def2-SVP level. Bond lengths are given in Å; 

angles in degrees 

Table 1. Calculated quantum chemical parameters with EGAP (eV), ionization potential (I), electron affinity (A), 

electronegativites (χ), global hardness (), and global softness (S) of complexes Pt–EPh (E = C, Si, Ge), obtained from 

the NBO data at the BP86/def2-TZVPP//BP86/def2-SVP level of theory 

Complex 
E (eV) 

(ELUMO – EHOMO) 
I = –EHOMO A = –ELUMO  = (I + A)/2  = (I – A)/2 S = 1/ 

Pt–CPh 1.905 4.463 2.558 3.511 0.953 1.049 

Pt–SiPh 1.880 4.792 2.912 3.852 1.030 0.971 

Pt–GePh 1.851 4.817 2.966 3.892 0.926 1.080 
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In addition, we plot MOs and orbital energy 

at the BP86/def2-TZVPP level of theory. The 

frontier molecular orbitals and orbital energy 

levels of the two occupied states of complexes                  

Pt–CPh/Pt–GePh can be associated with - and -

types MOs in [{PtCl–C9H6NO}←NHEPh] with E = 

C→Pb (Figure 3). The energy levels of π-type 

donor orbitals of Pt–EPh are higher-lying than the 

σ-type donor orbitals. The HOMO-1 shows -type 

symmetry for the silylene and germylene 

complexes, but the HOMO-5 exhibits -orbitals for 

carbene Pt–CPh. The shape of the molecular 

orbitals indicates that the  donation from ligand 

to fragment {PtCl–C9H6NO} might be important in 

the complexes. The HOMO-13 presents the -type 

MOs for adducts Pt–SiPh/Pt–GePh, while the 

higher-lying orbital energy levels belong to the 

lighter Pt–CPh with the HOMO-14 of the  lone-

pair orbitals. The analysis of the bonding shows 

that there is not only a strong interaction with the 

-lone pair of ligand EPh but also with the 

significant -lone pair, in which the main Pt–E 

bonds have strong -donation and a significant π-

interaction. 

The bonding of the free ligands reveals the 

highest-lying occupied MOs of the ligands EPh. 

The shape of the HOMO and HOMO-1 with - or 

-symmetry is graphically shown in Figure 4. The 

HOMOs of NHE always have -symmetry, while 

the HOMO-1 has -symmetry, except for the 

carbene complex. The shape of the -HOMO 

clearly indicates that it is a lone-pair orbital. The 

largest coefficient of the -HOMO-2 and -HOMO 

is at atom E, but the participation of the NHE ring 

increases in heavier homologues. Thus, the shape 

of the HOMO-2 makes it perfectly suitable as a -

donor orbital. The energies of the -orbitals 

increase from C to Ge. The -orbitals are lower in 

energy than the -orbitals and become lower in 

energy when E changes from C to Ge. The lower 

energy of the -lone pairs is due to the change to 

the tilted bonding of the ligands NHE [9].

 

Fig. 3. MOs and orbital energy levels [eV] of - and -types of the complexes Pt–EPh (E = C – Ge) at the BP86/def2-

TZVPP level 
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Fig. 4. Energy levels of the energetically highest lying σ and  orbital of free ligands 

The polarization of the Pt–E -bonds in Pt–

EPh and hybridization of the Pt–E bonds at atom E 

are shown in Table 2. The polarization of Pt–E 

bonds is strongly localized toward the E atom, and 

the p character of which is greater than 50%. The 

Pt–E bond in the distorted end-on-bonded 

tetrylene complexes Pt–EPh is mainly localized 

toward the carbon atom (63.6%), the silicon atom 

(52.9%), and the germanium atom (57.8%). The Pt–

E bonds in Pt–EPh at atom E have a p character 

increasing from 60.1% in Pt–CPh to 65.3% in Pt–

SiPh, and decreasing to 56.2% in Pt–GePh. This is 

reasonable because  and  donation PtNHEPh in 

the heavier complexes takes place from the  and  

lone-pair orbitals of the ligands EPh, which have a 

pure p character. Besides, the Pt–E bonds in Pt–EPh 

at atom Pt have an s character increasing from 

21.1% in Pt–CPh to 26.3% in Pt–SiPh and from 

silylene complex to germylene complex (28.3%). 

However, the hybridization of d orbitals at atom Pt 

Table 2. Polarization of the Pt–E  bond and hybridization at atoms Pt and E from the NBO analysis of Pt–EPh (E 

= C, Si, Ge). The calculations were carried out at the BP86/def2-TZVPP//BP86/def2-SVP 

Complex 

Polarization 

Hybridization 

Pt–E 

% (Pt) % (E) %s (E) %p (E ) %s (Pt) %p (Pt) %d (Pt) 

Pt–CPh 36.4 63.6 39.9 60.1 21.1 4.2 74.6 

Pt–SiPh 47.1 52.9 34.6 65.3 26.3 7.7 65.9 

Pt–GePh 42.2 57.8 43.7 56.2 28.3 11.2 60.3 
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also contributes more significantly to the carbene 

complex (74.6%) but slightly decreases from Pt–

CPh to Pt–GePh (60.3%). Therefore, there exists a 

significant π-contribution from atom Pt to atom E 

of ligand EPh in complexes Pt–EPh. This might 

lead to a conclusion that the hybridization of atoms 

E and Pt has a large p character, while the 

hybridization of atom Pt has a greater d character, 

which clearly displays that the Pt–E bond 

possesses not only NHEPh→{ PtCl–C9H6NO} strong 

-donation but also a great contribution of π-

donation NHEPh→{PtCl–C9H6NO}, and a π-

backdonation metal ligand NHEPh←{PtCl–

C9H6NO} in complexes Pt–EPh is also present in 

the distorted end-on-bonded tetrylene. 

4 Conclusions 

At an equilibrium structure, the slight ligands EPh 

and the tetrylene complexes Pt–EPh are bonded in 

the distorted end-on way to platinum(II)-8-

hydroxyquinoline. The bond dissociation energies 

of Pt–EPh follow the order Pt–CPh > Pt–SiPh > 

PtGePh. The values of global softness are the 

lowest in Pt–SiPh and highest in Pt–GePh. The 

results of NBO analysis suggest that tetrylene 

ligands NHEMe have strong -donation NHEPh→Pt 

and weak π-back-donation NHEPhPt in the 

NHEPh–Pt(II) interactions. The quantum chemical 

parameters, such as EHOMO, ELUMO, and the energy 

gap (ELUMO – EHOMO) in neutral molecules of system 

Pt–EPh, are localized over the N-heterocyclic 

tetrylene rings, which may reveal the active sites 

responsible for the active interaction of ligands 

with the metal fragment to form the versatile 

complexes oriented to the experimental study. 
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